Breaking in the Boys

When monsters decide to strike, these
reluctant boys become their sexy
play-things. Included in this 11,300 word
bundle are: Bones, Forced to Submit and
Bloodlust. Bones: Jacob, a modern-day
adventurer in his own right, has spent years
searching the Egyptian deserts for the
elusive burial place of the long-forgotten
King Javius. While busy excavating a
promising site, a freak sand-storm rolls in
and forces him and his crew to halt their
work for the day. But when the storm ends
up being more than he bargained for, Jacob
finds himself in a dark, unexplored cavern
where a horny, eager crew of monsters
await. Once he is in their sights, will he be
able to escape, or will their super-human
prowess force him to submit to the kinky
skeleton army and their monster king?
This 4,000 word short contains explicit
content, including: bondage, whipping,
multiple partners, a reluctant first time anal
gangbang and a steamy encounter with a
ferocious mummy king.
Forced to
Submit: In an era of cold war and deadly
silence, two neighboring countries fight for
supremacy. In the midst of the front lines,
a young soldier named Davin volunteers
for a dangerous mission: sneak into the
enemy capitol as a spy. But when his
cover is blown, the chiseled young man
finds himself at the mercy of his kinky
enemies, who want to do more than just
torture him. Will Davins fellow soldiers
come to his rescue in time, or will he be
forced to take the sexy punishment that his
captors have in store? This 3,600 word
short includes explicit content, including:
m/f sex, oral sex, kidnapping, bondage,
whipping, sword play, anal sex and a
reluctant first-time gay sex threesome.
Bloodlust: Adam always thought that Club
Red was just a rumor; an urban legend
whispered about at parties to get people
worked up. So when a mysterious stranger
named Shawn invites hi, out to a night on
the town, the innocent college student is
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apprehensive. What Adam doesnt realize
is that the rumors about Club Red are about
to become his nightmare. Will he be able
to get away, or will his new friends
insatiable lust for sex and violence turn
him into the vampires next victim? This
3,700 word erotic horror includes explicit
content, including: bondage, spanking,
whipping, oral sex and a young mans
reluctant, first-time anal experience with a
vampire.
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